


Dolce&Gabbana and Smeg join 
creative forces to create Sicily is my Love, 

a new unique Made in Italy project. 

The small appliances collection 
is produced by Smeg with an unmistakable 

Dolce&Gabbana touch.

Toasters, citrus juicers, kettles, blenders and 
stand mixers all decorated with gold lemons, 

citrus fruits, prickly pears and bright 
red cherries are just some of the typical 

Mediterranean decorations. 

All symbols of an aesthetic inextricably 
associated with Sicily, home to the souls 

of Domenico Dolce and Stefano Gabbana, 
and more generally with Italy and its 
cuisine of which Smeg has always been 

an interpreter of excellence. 



Stand Mixer
10 variable speeds with Smooth start • Die cast body • Stainless steel 4,8lt 
bowl • Planetary movement • 800W direct drive motor



Stand Mixer
An explosion of colour and liveliness: the 
golden yellow of lemons, the fiery red of 
cherries, the intense cerulean of the Sicilian 
sky, and the green of the prickly pear. The 
colours sparkle brilliantly, artfully juxtaposed 
in the cart decorations adorning the stand 
mixer. Accentuating the whole composition are 
delicate floral motifs that evoke the theme of 
spring.



Blender
1,5lt TritanTM jug • Removable blade assembly • 4 speed levels with Smoothie 
and ice crush functions • 800W motor with Smooth start



Blender
The blender tells of history and tradition. In 
the centre of the lower part are the picturesque 
ruins of the Greek temple of Castor and Pollux, 
the Dioscuri: the images of the structure, 
archaeological symbol of Sicily situated in the 
Valley of the Temples, are artfully rendered on 
the surface of this small but precious kitchen 
appliance.



Citrus Juicer
Premium TritanTM bpa-free juicing bowl • Universal and premium reamer and 
strainer • 70W motor & automatic on/off • Anti-drip spout



Citrus Juicer
The citrus juicer tells a uniquely Sicilian 
story: against a red background are three ovals 
decorated with golden yellow lemons, fragrant 
Mediterranean oranges and the enchanting 
image of Mt. Etna on the horizon with prickly 
pears framing the foreground. As a finishing 
touch, the object is adorned with different 
coloured motifs, called cartocci in Sicilian 
dialect.



Toaster 2 Slice
6 browing levels • 3 extra functions: reheat, defrost and bagel • 2 large 
compartments • Crumb tray • 950 W power



Toaster 2 Slice
Traditional Sicilian handicraft is the 
inspiration for the decorations of the 2-slice 
toaster. This marvellous object is adorned in 
the manner of bummuli and quattare, typical 
terracotta vases from Sicily painted in the same 
style as the traditional cart. The iconography 
features various types of birds, including 
majestic roosters and sailboats heading off 
towards the Mediterranean horizon.



 Kettle
Soft‐opening lid • Removable stainless steel limescale filter • 1,7 Lt capacity 
• Auto shut‐off at 100°C



 Kettle
The kettle is decorated with Sicilian cart motifs 
and colourful patterns. The bottom half is 
characterised by oval shapes that enclose unique 
Mediterranean flavours such as yellow lemons, 
Mediterranean oranges, and fiery red Etna 
cherries. The final touches that make this precious 
kettle even more special are the typical Sicilian 
decorations known as paparuni, pictured on the 
rest of the kettle’s surface.
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